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Abstract:
Recently, extensive applications of advanced composite materials are found in aerospace, civil and
marine structures, for example, more than 50% materials used in new Boeing 787 “Dreamliner” are
composite materials. Also, composite materials are increasingly employed in naval battle ships, and
earthquake engineering due to their high strengths, stiffness and light weights. However, traditional
metals or concrete and composites must co‐exist since composites may not completely replace metals
in the future. Therefore, a major mechanics research effort is the interfacial failure between
composites and metals, because the damage tolerance of composites and metals is excellent.
This talk will summarize some new mechanics and materials research results across extremely small
time‐scales and length‐scales. The irst topic is the nano‐indentation research for composite materials.
We recently develop an ef icient approach to measure the out‐of‐plane Young’s moduli of composite
laminates. Moreover, nanoindentation results obtained from Hertz’s indentation law are employed to
estimate the low‐speed impact behaviors of composite laminates. The second topic is the impact failure
mode transitions at the interface of composites or hybrid materials. A series of dynamic failure
experiments were conducted using high‐speed optical diagnostic techniques. For the irst time, the
sequence and interaction of two major dynamic failure modes— delamination (which just occurred in
new Boeing 787 airplane) and matrix cracking were revealed in real time. Furthermore, enlightened by
experimental observations of the crack de lection/penetration at the interface, new failure criteria
were proposed.
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